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ScanBuddy Series Barcode Scanning for Android, Windows OS Device with OTG Micro USB

Generalscan GS X3 1D Linear CCD Micro USB Port Barcode 
Scanner Kits
GS-X3 ScanBuddy USB barcode accessory are new revolutionary ,
small size USB barcode accessory for Android smartphone and tablet
with OTG function. It can also connect with Windows 8.1 X86 tablet
together .You just need to plug the Micro-USB plug into smartphone ,
your smartphone and tablet will become a intelligent barcode data
collection terminal. You do not need to pair with smartphone (such as
bluetooth ) and install any driver ,Android system will find scanner
automatically.
Key Specification:
Slim and Light weight                                           
Plug and Scan for Android OTG Device and Windows micro tablet
1D Readability and scan the screen barcode
No driver to install for Android
Float trigger button make scan more easily
No Battery Needed, Ultra Low Power Consumption
Cross Platform Support for Android and Windows OTG device
Applications：
Retail sales, express logistics, warehousing ,freight forwarding, 
product barcode traceability, asset management, shopping mall 
and super market

Order Package:
It includes GS X3 scanner, finger holder, lanyard, user guide, CD, and
NFC automatically download driver function
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ScanBuddy Series Barcode Scanning for Android, Windows OS Device with OTG Micro USB

Generalscan GS X5 2D Imager Micro USB Port Barcode Scanner Kits
GS-X5 ScanBuddy USB barcode accessory are new revolutionary ,small
size USB barcode accessory for Android smartphone and tablet with
OTG function. It can also connect with Windows 8.1 X86 tablet
together .You just need to plug the Micro-USB plug into smartphone ,
your smartphone and tablet will become a intelligent barcode data
collection terminal. You do not need to pair with smartphone (such as
bluetooth ) and install any driver ,Android system will find scanner
automatically.
Key Specification:
Slim and Light weight                                           
Plug and Scan for Android OTG Device and Windows micro tablet
Both of 1D and 2d Readability and scan the screen barcode

No driver to install for Android
Float trigger button make scan more easily
No Battery Needed, Ultra Low Power Consumption
Cross Platform Support for Android and Windows OTG device
Applications：
Retail sales, express logistics, warehousing ,freight forwarding, 
product barcode traceability, asset management, shopping mall 
and super market

Order Package:
It includes  GS X5 scanner, finger holder, lanyard, user guide, CD,
and NFC automatically download driver function
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Companion Series Wireless Bluetooth Mini Barcode Scanner for IOS, Android, Windows OS Device

GS M300BT-Pro 1D Linear CCD Bluetooth Barcode Scanner
Generalscan companion barcode scanner GS-M300BT-Pro is a small
size , high performance, 1D barcode bluetooth scanner. It can install
on the back of mobile phone case ,make mobile phone as professional
barcode terminal. It can connect mobile phone with bluetooth and
scan barcode into mobile phone.GS-M300BT can connect like IPhone
IPad and other Android smart phone and pad.
Key Specification:
1D linear CCD scan engine, High density barcode 
M300BT-Pro readability for 3mil  and scan the screen barcode
Compatible with Android, iOS and Windows system
Build-in 550maH High Volume Li-ion Battery
Build-in large memory can save 10000 barcode 
Small size and four methods for different applications.
Easily scan the barcode on the Smartphone screen
Applications：
express logistics ,warehousing , barcode traceability, 
assets management, shopping mall and super market.

Order Package:
It includes M300BT-Pro scanner(High battery volume and
high decode performance for 3 mil barcode ), Micro USB
cable, lanyard, small jacket, user guide, and CD
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Companion Series Wireless Bluetooth Mini Barcode Scanner for IOS, Android, Windows OS Device

GS M100BT 1D Laser Bluetooth Barcode Scanner
GS-M100BT is developed by Generalscan, it is small size ,high
performance, 1D bluetooth laser barcode scanner. It can install
on the back of mobile phone case ,make mobile phone as
professional barcode terminal. It can connect mobile phone with
bluetooth and scan barcode into mobile phone.GS-M100BT can
connect like IPhone, IPad and other Android smart phone and
pad
Key Specification:
Fully compatible with Android, iOS and Windows system
Unique technology to show and hide soft keyboard for iOS 
Build-in large memory can save 10000 barcode 
High performance 1D Laser Scan Engine
Build-in 550maH Li-ion Battery
Small size and easy carry.
Applications：
express logistics ,warehousing , barcode 
traceability, assets management, shopping 
mall and super market.
Order Package:
It includes M100BT scanner, Micro USB cable, lanyard, small
jacket, user guide, and CD
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Companion Series Wireless Bluetooth Mini Barcode Scanner for IOS, Android, Windows OS Device

GS M100BT-Pro 1D Laser Bluetooth Barcode Scanner
GS-M100BT-Pro has most of  the same specification as M100BT,
only except of the scan distance. It has more longer scan distance 
as below:

Order Package:
It includes M100BT Pro longer scanning distance scanner (such as
5mil code 128 barcode, max. scanning distance is 7.87cm; 100 mil
code 39 barcode, max. scanning distance is 457.2cm,), Micro USB
cable, small jacket, user guide, lanyard , CD, and NFC Bluetooth
automatic pairing function
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Companion Series Wireless Bluetooth Mini Barcode Scanner for IOS, Android, Windows OS Device

GS M500BT 2D Imager Bluetooth Barcode Scanner
2D Bluetooth Barcode scan jacket GS-M500BT is small size and
powerful new generation barcode scanner. It can combine with
smartphone as professional data collection terminal .It can scan
1D ,2D barcode into your smartphone via bluetooth, such as
iPhone, iPad, and all kinds of android smartphone .By using GS
M500BT barcode scan jacket ,you do not need to buy
expensive ,heavy PDA anymore!
Key Specification:
Dual field optical and glare reduction design
Tiny size and high performance for 2D barcode readability .
Compatible with Android, iOS and Windows system
Build-in 650mnH High Volume Li-ion Battery
Build-in large memory can save 10000 barcode 
Small size and easy carry 
Easily scan the barcode on the Smartphone screen
Unique technology to show and hide soft keyboard for iOS

Applications：
Express logistics ,warehousing , barcode traceability, 
assets management, shopping mall and super market.

Order Package:
It  includes M500BT  scanner, Micro USB cable, lanyard, small
jacket and user guide and CD
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Companion Series Wireless Bluetooth Mini Barcode Scanner for IOS, Android, Windows OS Device

GS M500BT-HIS 2D Imager Bluetooth Barcode Scanner
2D Bluetooth Barcode scan jacket GS-M500BT-HIS is small size
And powerful new generation barcode scanner. It can combine
with smartphone as professional data collection terminal .It can
scan 1D ,2D barcode into your smartphone via bluetooth, such
as iPhone, iPad, and all kinds of android smartphone .By using
GS M500BT barcode scan jacket ,you do not need to buy
expensive ,heavy PDA anymore!
Key Specification:
Dual field optical and glare reduction design
Tiny size and high performance for 2D barcode readability .
Compatible with Android, iOS and Windows system
Build-in 600mnH High Volume Li-ion Battery
Build-in large memory can save 10000 barcode 
Small size and easy carry 
Easily scan the barcode on the Smartphone screen
Unique technology to show and hide soft keyboard for iOS

Applications：
Express logistics ,warehousing , barcode traceability, 
assets management, shopping mall and super market.

Order Package:
It  includes  M500BT  scanner, Micro USB cable, lanyard, small 
jacket and user guide, CD
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Wireless Bluetooth Mini Ring Barcode Scanner Series for IOS, Android, Windows 
OS Device

GS R1000BT 1D Laser Ring Bluetooth Barcode Scanner
GS R1000BT is small size and powerful new generation barcode scanner. It
design for picking and sorting application ,enable your operator to free
hand and improve operational efficiency in your warehouse, distribution 
center and retail store. You never need setting an item down to check
paper work order or picking up handheld scanner. Operator even no need
to put heavy package to the desktop for scan ,it will save more time and
physical strength. Compare with common wired handheld scanner, GS
R1000 BT wearable scanner can increase 15% -30% productivity !
Key Specification:
Design for picking and sorting application
Free your hand ,Increase productivity and efficiency .
Compatible with Android and IOS ,Windows system
Changeable 350maH Li-ion Battery
Easily to change left hand and right hand 
Wearable ring style ,make scan by the finger
Optional 50 meters Bluetooth version provide
Huge series for optional
Applications：
express logistics ,warehousing , barcode traceability,
assets management, shopping mall and super market.

Order Package:
It   includes GS R1000BT ring scanner, Micro USB cable, yellow hook 
&loop strap and user guide, CD
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Wireless Bluetooth Mini Ring Barcode Scanner Series for IOS, Android, Windows OS Device

GS R1000BT-Pro 1D Laser Ring Bluetooth Barcode Scanner
GS R1000BT-Pro has most of  the same specification as R1000BT,
only except of the scan distance. It has more longer scan distance 
as below:

Order Package:
It  includes R1000BT-Pro longer scanning distance scanner (such as 
5mil code 128 barcode, max. scanning distance is 7.87cm; 100 mil 
code 39 barcode, max. scanning distance is 457.2cm,), Micro USB
cable, yellow Hook &loop strap, user guide, lanyard , CD, and NFC 
Bluetooth automatic pairing function
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Wireless Bluetooth Mini Ring Barcode Scanner Series for IOS, Android, Windows OS Device

GS R1300BT 1D Linear CCD Ring Bluetooth Barcode Scanner
GS R1300BT is small size and powerful new generation barcode scanner. It
design for picking and sorting application ,enable your operator to free
hand and improve operational efficiency in your warehouse, distribution 
center and retail store. You never need setting an item down to check
paper work order or picking up handheld scanner. Operator even no need
to put heavy package to the desktop for scan ,it will save more time and
physical strength. Compare with common wired handheld scanner, GS
R1300 BT wearable scanner can increase 15% -30% productivity !
Key Specification:
Design for picking and sorting application
Free your hand ,Increase productivity and efficiency .
Compatible with Android and IOS ,Windows system
Changeable 350maH Li-ion Battery
Easily to change left hand and right hand 
Wearable ring style ,make scan by the finger
Optional 50 meters Bluetooth version provide
Huge series for optional
Applications：
express logistics ,warehousing , barcode traceability,
assets management, shopping mall and super market.

Order Package:
It   includes GS R1300BT ring scanner, Micro USB cable, yellow hook 
&loop strap and user guide, CD
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Wireless Bluetooth Mini Ring Barcode Scanner Series for IOS, Android, Windows OS Device

GS R1500BT 2D Imager Ring Bluetooth Barcode Scanner
GS R1500BT is small size and powerful new generation barcode scanner.
It design for picking and sorting application ,enable your operator to 
free hand and improve operational efficiency in your warehouse, 
distribution center and retail store. You never need setting an item down
to check paper work order or picking up handheld scanner. Operator 
even no need to put heavy package to the desktop for scan ,it will save 
more time and physical strength. Compare with common wired 
handheld scanner, GS R1500 BT wearable scanner can increase 15% -30% 
productivity !
Key Specification:
Design for picking and sorting application
Free your hand ,Increase productivity and efficiency .
Compatible with Android and IOS ,Windows system
Changeable 350maH Li-ion Battery
Easily to change left hand and right hand 
Wearable ring style ,make scan by the finger
Easily scan the screen barcode
Huge series for optional
Applications：
express logistics ,warehousing , barcode traceability,
assets management, shopping mall and super market.

Order Package:
It includes GS R1500BT 2d ring scanner, Micro USB cable, yellow hook
&loop strap, user guide, CD, and NFC Bluetooth automatic pairing
function
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Wireless Bluetooth Mini Ring Barcode Scanner Series for Desktop, Laptop Computer

GS RD1001BT-USB/RS232 1D Laser Mini BT Ring Barcode Scanner Kits
GS RD1001BT is mainly designed for PC via bluetooth dongle. It has the main 
function and specification of R1000BT and has SPP Master and Slave Model
Key Specification:
Free your hand ,Increase productivity and efficiency .
Only compatible with Android system or Windows system
Changeable 350maH Li-ion Battery
Easily to change left hand and right hand 
Wearable ring style ,make scan by the finger
Easily scan the screen barcode
Huge series for optional
Applications：
express logistics ,warehousing , barcode traceability,
assets management, shopping mall and super market.

Order Package:
GS RD1001BT-USB includes GS R1001BT-USB ring scanner (With SPP Master 
and Slave Model, auto pair with GS D100BT by scan MAC address barcode), 
D100BT(USB) Bluetooth Adapter for max. High-gain antenna, Max 50 meters 
transmit distance, 2 units Micro USB cable, yellow hook & loop strap and user 
guide, CD
GS RD1001BT-RS232 includes GS R1001BT ring scanner (With SPP Master and 
Slave Model, auto pair with GS D100BT by scan MAC address barcode),
D110BT(RS232) Bluetooth Adapter for max. High-gain antenna, Max 50 meters 
transmit distance, Micro USB cable, RS232 cable, yellow hook & loop strap and 
user guide, CD
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Wireless Bluetooth Mini Ring Barcode Scanner Series for Desktop, Laptop Computer

GS RD1001BT-PRO USB/RS232 1D Laser Mini BT Ring Barcode Scanner Kits
GS RD1001BT-Pro has most of  
the same specification as 
RD1001BT,only except of 
the scan distance. 
It has more longer 
scan distance as left:

Order Package:
GS RD1001BT-Pro USB includes GS R1001BT ring scanner (With SPP Master and Slave Model, auto pair 
with GS D100BT by scan MAC address barcode)  longer scanning distance scanner (such as 5mil code 
128 barcode, max. scanning distance is 7.87cm; 100 mil code 39 barcode, max. scanning distance is 
457.2cm,), D100BT(USB) Bluetooth Adapter for max. High-gain antenna, Max 50 meters transmit 
distance, 2 units Micro USB cable, yellow hook &loop strap and user guide, CD
GS RD1001BT-Pro RS232  includes GS R1001BT ring scanner (With SPP Master and Slave Model, auto 
pair with GS D100BT by scan MAC address barcode)  longer scanning distance scanner (such as 5mil 
code 128 barcode, max. scanning distance is 7.87cm; 100 mil code 39 barcode, max. scanning distance 
is 457.2cm,), D110BT(RS232) Bluetooth Adapter for max. High-gain antenna, Max 50 meters transmit 
distance, Micro USB cable, RS232 cable, yellow hook &loop strap and user guide, CD
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GS R1300U    USB Port 1D Imager Ring Barcode Scanner
GS R1000U    USB Port 1D Laser Ring Barcode Scanner
GS R1300S    RS232 Port 1D Imager Ring Barcode Scanner
GS R1000S    RS232 Port 1D Laser Ring Barcode Scanner

Key Specification:
Free your hand ,Increase productivity and efficiency .  
Only compatible with PC, Laptop
Huge series for optional
Easily to change left hand and right hand 
Wearable ring style ,make scan by the finger
Applications：
express logistics ,warehousing , barcode traceability,
assets management, shopping mall and super market.

Order Package:
GS R1000U  includes GS R1000U ring scanner, 2 meter direct USB cable, 
yellow hook &loop strap and user guide, CD
GS R1300U  includes GS R1300U ring scanner,2 meter direct USB cable, 
yellow hook &loop strap and user guide, CD
GS R1000S  includes GS R1000S ring scanner,2 meter rs232 cable, yellow 
Hook &loop strap and user guide, CD
GS R1300S  includes GS R1300S ring scanner,2 meter rs232 cable, yellow 
Hook &loop strap and user guide, CD

Wired Ring Barcode Scanner Series for Desktop, Laptop Computer
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Android Enterprise Sled Series Barcode Scanner

GS SL2100S75 1D Laser Android Enterprise Barcode Sled
GS SL2500S75 2D Imager Android Enterprise Barcode Sled
Enterprise Android Barcode Sled GS-SL2000 is designed for retailer ,health care
nurse ,warehouse ,express delivery staff .It transform Samsung Galaxy Trend 
Duos series android smartphone into enterprise-ready barcode sled that 
provides sales associates with instant access to product information and enables 
customer checkout, inventory information anywhere in the store.
Key Specification:
Android USB Accessory technology for easily scan 
barcode into Samsung Trend Duos smartphone.
4 inch immersive display and double SIM for WCDMA&GSM 
1.2G Dual core Snapdragon CPU and 765M Memory and 
4G storage ,Ice Cream Sandwich Android System.
Changeable 1500maH High Volume Li-ion Battery
Optional 1D ,2D reader function ..
Protective housing provide 1.8 meter drop and shock ability.
Applications：
express logistics ,warehousing , barcode traceability, 
assets management, shopping mall and super market.

Order Package:
GS SL2100S75 includes SL 2100 1D laser barcode scanner Sled  
longer scanning distance scanner (such as 5mil code 128 barcode, 
max. scanning distance is 7.87cm; 100 mil code 39 barcode, max. 
scanning distance is 457.2cm,), Micro USB cable, lanyard power 
adaptor and user guide, CD
GS SL2500S75 includes SL 2500 2D Imager barcode scanner Sled,4" 
Samsung smartphone S7572,Micro USB cable, lanyard, power 
adaptor and user guide, CD
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AndroidWearable Wired Armband Series with Wearable Ring Barcode Scanner

GS WT1000 Wearable Barcode Terminal (only for android device)
GS WT1000 smart wearable data terminal is specially designed for 
picking and sorting application .It can give your workers advanced 
mobile computing and scanning technology when they can wear with 
Generalscan smart wearable Android data terminal .It integrates with 
wearable armband ,ring barcode scanner, smartphone battery 
charger, data communication function into one device .The ergonomic 
hand-free wearable design with patented rotation platform will make 
you easily operate with your Apps
Key Specification:
Design for picking and sorting application
Free your hand ,Increase productivity 
and efficiency .
Changeable 3100maH Li-ion Battery for phone 
or scanner in smart way.
Android USB Accessory technology ,Plug & Scan
Wearable ring style ,make scan on the finger
Only for Android device
Applications：
express logistics ,warehousing , barcode traceability, 
assets management, shopping mall and super market.
Order Package:
WT1000 includes R1000 1D laser ring wired scanner, armband, Micro 
USB cable, power adaptor and user guide, CD
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Wearable Wired Armband Series with Wearable Ring Barcode Scanner

GS WT1000-Pro Wearable Barcode Terminal (for android device)
GS W1000-Pro has most of  the same specification as R1000BT,
only except of the scan distance. It has more longer scan distance 
as below:

Order Package:
It  includes GS R1000 Pro 1D laser ring scanner   longer scanning 
distance scanner (such as 5mil code 128 barcode, max. scanning 
distance is 7.87cm; 100 mil code 39 barcode, max. scanning distance
is 457.2cm,), armband, Micro USB cable, power adaptor and user 

guide, CD
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Android, IOS or Windows Wearable Wireless Armband AB1000

AB1000 Wireless Armband can be integrated with Generalscan
any bluetooth scanner as a date terminal. It is compatible with 
IOS, Android or Windows device
Key Specification:
Design for picking and sorting application
Free your hand ,Increase productivity 
and efficiency .
Changeable 3100maH Li-ion Battery for phone 
in smart way.
Wearable ring style ,make scan on the finger
For android & iOS ,Windows device in Bluetooth way
Applications：
express logistics ,warehousing , barcode traceability, 
assets management, shopping mall and super market.
Order Package:
It includes AB1000 armband, power adaptor
Collocation Solutions:
M300BT-Pro+AB1000
M100BT+AB1000
M100BT-Pro+ AB1000
M500BT + AB1000
M500BT-HIS + AB1000
M500BT-Pro + AB1000
R100BT + AB1000
R1000BT-PRO + AB1000
R1300BT + AB1000
R1500BT + AB1000
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Android Generalscan GS MT 8000 Tablet
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Accessories 

GS GS HG135 Spare parts-Handheld Grip 
It is compatible with companion scanner M300BT, M100BT 
and M500BT series.
Key Specification:
Flexible to use wire and wireless
Changeable 900maH Li-ion Battery inside the grip
Provide enough power supply for M serise scanner
USB cable recharge for the scanner and handheld grip
Li-ion battery and transfer data to PC
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Accessories 

GS D100BT-USB/D110BT-RS232 Bluetooth Adapter
It is compatible with Generalscan bluetooth barcode
Scanners, especially for bluetooth ring barcode scanner.

Key Specification:
optional Bluetooth adapter which is plug and play
No need any driver for Windows System
SPP Host/slave shift
Straight line working range distance (50 meters) with
GS-R1001BT 

Collocation Solutions:
RD1001BT-USB/RS232 (Best solution for PC)
M300BT-Pro+D100BT/D110BT
M100BT+D100BT/D110BT
M100BT-Pro+D100BT/D110BT
M500BT+D100BT/D110BT
M500BT-HIS+D100BT/D110BT
M500BT-Pro+D100BT/D110BT
R100BT+D100BT/D110BT
R1000BT-PRO+D100BT/D110BT
R1300BT+D100BT/D110BT
R1500BT+D100BT/D110BT
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Accessories

GS BC1000 Battery charger and li-ion Battery  

Key Specification:

BC1000 Battery charger for R1000BT ( for two batteries)
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Accessories

GS WP135 Waist Pack  
Key Specification:

Waist Pack for Companion Series Scanners and Sled
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Accessories

GS PB200 Power Bank for Ring Barcode Scanner
Key Specification:
2200 mAH capacity power and over-current 
and over-charge and over-discharge protection 
function. It can supply  ring barcode scanner 
enough power to work on whole day.
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ODM and OEM Service for AIDC product 

Service :
Provide  professional OEM and ODM service for industrial design, mechanism 3D CAD 
design, electronic circuit schematic and PCB design , mold design , PCB SMT assembly.

Industrial Design Mechanism MoldElectronic Assembly
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ODM and OEM Service for AIDC product 

ODM Enterprise Barcode Sled for Android Tablet 
Scanning Solution

Enterprise Sled Barcode Android Phone Scanning 
Solution
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Generalscan Certification

CE Certification FCC Certification RoHS Certification
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Thank You Very Much！


